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 Abstract 
 
Recognition and analysis of a fault diagnosis has a crucial role to ensure safe 

operation of power system. To overcome all existing drawbacks of fault 

location identification. Utilizing phasor measurement units, an algorithm is 

proposed to identify and locate faults in large transmission network. This is 

done to know the specific area of the location of fault by using following 

process as; initially voltage amplitude and current measure is calculated by 

using PMU data. After the calculation of voltage amplitude and current 

measure Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) start its extraction process. 

After the extraction of voltage and current measurements Faulted Bus 

Identification (FBI) index is calculated only for the PMU voltage 

measurements. Subsequently, set the maximum value of measured FBI index 

as threshold. At the same time, Data correlation analysis is performed on the 

taken raw PMU data. After this analysis, ring law used for calculation of 

Mean spectral radius (MSR).Accordingly, artificial neural network (ANN) is  
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trained by using the calculated MSR. Finally, the trained ANN decides the 

exact fault location using the chosen threshold value. The method is tested 

and analyzed on the IEEE 13 bus systems for various fault conditions as well 

as implemented in the platform of MATLAB. 

 
Keywords: Discrete Wavelet Transform, False Bus Identification, Artificial 

Neural Network, Data Correlation Analysis, Ring Law, Mean Square Radius. 
 
1 Introduction 
 

These days, distribution systems convey a lot of intensity when 

contrasted with before period in view of increment in per capital utilization 

of power.  Along the lines, any aggravation in the force supply may prompt 

end of supply at intense level and debasement at force quality [1]. 

Distribution system is the most essential segment regarding its impact on 

dependability, nature of administration, cost of power and stylish effect on 

community. Generally, the distribution system conveys power truly wherever 

taking force from various producing areas to the clients. The major issues 

that are needed for brisk reclamation of flawed part are issue area and sort of 

issue [2]. 

Various strategies to detect fault for conventional distribution systems 

accept outspread systems with solitary force source from the substation. 

Advances in smart framework may be useful for deficiency investigation. 

Present day intelligent electronic devices are additionally utilized to give 

vital estimations to FL distinguishing proof [3] [4]. Power distribution faults 

are viewed as primary supporter of the stock interference and answerable for 

poor help progression lists [5, 6]. The best method for improving records is 

by utilizing effective methodologies to find fault that can limit investigation 

and administration rebuilding times and therefore, diminish blackout time 

and develop administration progression [7]. In addition, identifying 

temporary fault aids to forestall forthcoming perpetual deficiency which 

carries harm to hardware. As needs be, numerous FL strategies have been 

created and sent in distribution frameworks [8, 9]. 

Analysis of fault, with greatest precision and least time can accelerate 

framework rebuilding and fix forms. Distribution frameworks with 

distributed generations (DG) and sustainable power source assets has main 

job at nonstop burden aiding in further aspects. In addition, disengaging 

those, during faults may does framework temperamental & create issues, for 

example, island activity in faulty times.  

In networks where distribution is considered (DN), set of deficiencies 

named high impedance faults (HIF) is hard to manage, since it is normally 

not recognized by regular over current based insurance gadgets [10]. Fix and 

reclamation require faulty bus area[11]. In underground links these faults are 

brought about by protection debasement that uncovered invigorated 

conductor to objects which has high impedance [12, 13]. Notwithstanding the  
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deficiency identification and interference, finding the issue in the bus is a 

significant strategy for quick recuperation from the fault [14]. 

The vast majority of the exploration work has been accomplished for 

recognizing the different kinds of fault for example regardless if the 

deficiency is LG, twofold LG, 2 fold line fault or 3 stage fault [15]. For quite 

a long time the upkeep teams of circulation organizations executed the fault 

location (FL) process through visual review along the overhead lines. With 

the improvement of advanced assurance frameworks, it became conceivable 

the utilization of mechanized FL strategies [16, 17]. Strategies for fault 

locations are progressively hard to actualize in the appropriation network 

because of its lopsided nature and the absence of estimation focuses. 

Information approaches are useful assets in the fault area distinguishing 

proof issues; their application requires countless preparing information and a 

retraining ensuing to an adjustment in power framework topology. 

Consequently, information based strategies are a specific answer for the 

particular framework on which they are applied. An increasingly broad 

methodology comprises of sign examination for deficiency finding strategies 

which are the most generally utilized in the dissemination side [18, 19]. 

Techniques for deciding the specific Fault location at considered frameworks 

with DG units utilizing ANN are introduced in [20]. 

 

2 Literature Survey 
 
 Jae-Do Park et al[21]have been introduced a dc micro grid system safety 

system comprises of zone IEDs equipped for distinguishing current level 

during fault at transport portion & segregating its fragment for evading whole 

framework to completely close. A ring-transport depending on micro grid 

framework, comprising covering hubs and connections with IEDs, are 

utilized. Regarding isolated blamed fragment, an issue area calculation 

utilizing a test power unit which need not reclose primary CBs has 

additionally were introduced. Transport examining strategy guarantees 

correct status of line prior reclosing and, thus, develops the framework 

dependability and mean time in between failures of defensive apparatus. The 

principle aim of introduced conspire is for distinguishing and disconnecting 

blames in the transport of DC with no de-stimulation the whole framework & 

recognizing the location of disturbance. 

       Sajjad Amini et al. [22] clarified an information which is optimized and 

operated. This  methodology is to distinguish obscure location(s) of faults 

that are destabilized as well as problems in power systems. It is exact to 

distinguish the right areas and furthermore in forestalling false alerts. It was 

computationally more proficient than now is the right time area partners. 

Critically, it is appropriate to be actualized in a various leveled style, with 

applications, for example, in wide region monitoring frameworks.  



 
 

 Indra Man Karmacharya et al [23] presents a fault area strategy where 

high recurrence clamor designs were utilized for distinguishing area of fault. 

This recurrence noise is produced because of converter‟s exchanging drifters 

joined by PV board‟s parasitic capacitance of and links. Wavelet transform 

which is discrete in nature is utilized to deteriorate observed sign and 

separate highlights. Estimations of norm of the deliberate signal at various  
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groups generate one of a kind highlights at various areas of fault & utilized 

since component vectors for design acknowledgment. At that point, feed-

forward ANNs classifier of three layers, that naturally arrange the issue areas 

as indicated by the extricated highlights, is researched. The introduced issue 

area plot has been basically produced for issue area in PV ranch (PV boards 

and DC links). This strategy was tried for ground blames just as Line to line 

issues. These issues are mimicked with a digital simulator which is real time 

(RTDS) and the information was then dissected with wavelets. At long last, 

adequacy of the structured issue locator is tried of differing framework 

parameters. Their outcomes exhibit the conveyed approach has precise and 

hearty execution with uproarious estimations and modifications in working 

scenario. 

 R. K. Patnaik et al [24]presents new systems for finding and diagnosing 

faults on electric force circulation feeders. Fault location and diagnosis 

scheme is prepared to do precisely distinguishing the area of a fault upon its 

event, in view of the combination of data accessible from unsettling 

influence recording gadgets with information contained in an appropriation 

feeder database. The created deficiency area and conclusion framework can 

likewise be applied to the examination of transitory issues that may not bring 

about a blown circuit. Issue area calculation depends on the consistent state 

examination of the blamed dissemination organize. To manage the 

vulnerabilities characteristic in the framework displaying and the phasor 

estimation, the fault location algorithm has been adjusted to evaluate issue 

locales dependent on probabilistic demonstrating and investigation. Since the 

dispersion feeder is an outspread system, different prospects of deficiency 

areas could be processed with estimations accessible just at the substation. 

 To recognize the genuine shortcoming area, an issue finding calculation 

has been created to prune down and rank the conceivable flaw areas by 

incorporating the accessible bits of proof. Testing of the created deficiency 

area and determination framework utilizing field information has exhibited 

its potential for pragmatic use. 

 David Topolanek et al [25] presents another methodology for earth 

deficiency confinement which depends on assessment of stage to ground 

voltages noted by voltage screens introduced on LV side of appropriation 

transformer station sent under shrewd measuring ventures. Here presented 

technique "Vdip" decides likelihood of deviated flaw area dependent on 

correlation. The strategy was likewise assessed in genuine resounding  
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earthed 22 kV network, where absolutely 15 earth deficiencies with flaw 

opposition up to 1.2 kω were completed. 

 Ehsan Gord et al. [26]introduced a novel fault location strategy to 

distributed network with distributed generation. Mentioned strategy was a 

hybrid 2-step technique that recognizes exact fault area utilizing data put 

away in the system at before-and after-issue time. This strategy utilizes 

current voltage and data toward start of feeder to identify the location of fault 

in the initial step. Estimation distance is related to a few comparative areas 

thinking about the topology of the dispersed systems. In the subsequent 

advance, the proposed strategy decides exact shortcoming area through 

transient investigation dependent on the recurrence part. In that progression, 

the specific flaw area was recognized. To analyze the performance,  standard 

IEEE-11 network using MATLAB. 

 There would be lot of damage to the equipment and system loses its 

stability due to faults at distribution. 

 Exact faulty area and immediate identification of it plays a vital role in 

finding reliability of the system. 

 Accurate identification of disturbance and its line takes lot of time. 

 Bandaru et al. [29,30] and Kumar et al., [31] proposed a wavelet-based 

algorithm in detection of fault in distribution networks. The main idea in 

these works how fast and accurate identification of fault with wavelet 

algorithm was discussed. 

 

3 Proposed Methodology 
 

Faults in distribution network create more damage to the equipment and 

results in stability issues. Faults in power system need fast and accurate 

attention for reliable operation. The proposed work identifies the exact fault 

location by using following process as; initially voltage amplitude and 

current measure is calculated by using PMU data. After the calculation of 

voltage amplitude and current measure Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) 

start its extraction process. Through PMUs, large dimensional electrical data 

is obtained to analyze faults. After the extraction of voltage and current 

measurements Faulted Bus Identification (FBI) index is calculated only for 

the PMU voltage measurements. Subsequently, set the maximum value of 

measured FBI index as threshold.  

At the same time, Data correlation analysis is performed on the taken 

raw PMU data. After this analysis, Mean spectral radius (MSR) is calculated 

by means of ring law. Accordingly, ANN is trained with the attained MSR. 

Finally, the trained ANN decides the exact fault location using the chosen 

threshold value. The block diagram for the concerned is given in figure 1. 

As in figure 1, voltage amplitude and current measure is calculated by 

using PMU data the detailed explanation of this is discussed as follows. 
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Figure 1 Flowchart of the followed strategy 

  
3.1 Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) 

 
PMUs not just offer the synchronized estimations of ongoing information 

of voltage yet additionally the current and frequency. It is an electronic 

gadget  
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which gives synchro phasors and frequency estimations phase current and 

voltage signals. 

Figure 2 describes useful square outline of PMU. It utilizes an advanced 

computerized signal processor which gauge single stage and three stage AC 

signals of parameters like voltages (V) and current (I). In PMU, signals of V 

and I are gone through a Simlet Filter to take out signals of high-frequency 

interference and then converted utilizing an A/D converter. To digitize, 

sampling rate of fixed value is utilized with a synchronized GPS clock. This 

output undergoes complex multiplication with nominal frequency transporter 

for genuine and imaginary segments of the phasor. These segments are then 

gone through a P-class or M-class limited drive reaction filter to give 

necessary exactness under unique cases. Last qualities are utilized to assess 

optional amounts, for example, voltage and current phasors, stage edge 

distinction/, frequency, genuine and reactive power and so on.   
 

 
 

Figure 2 Functional block diagram of PMU model 

 

Above figure indicates the overall functioning diagram outline of PMU 

model. After the estimation of voltage amplitude as well as current measure, 

the extraction is begins from an underlying arrangement of estimated PMU 

voltage amplitude as well as the current data. In this, the extraction procedure 

is finished by utilizing DWT which is clarified as follows; 

 

3.2 Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) 
 

Initially, to the input PMU voltage as well as current data, DWT is 

related to the input data for the sub-bands to be divided. DWT involves 

splitting of an input PMU voltage and current data into constant bandwidth 

frequency  
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channels. This is similar to multistage transformation. At level 1: input data 

is split into four sub-bands: lower (LL), vertical (LH), horizontal (HL), and 

diagonal (HH) detail components where LL denotes the coarse level 

coefficient. LH, HL, and HH denote the finest scale wavelet coefficient. The 

sub-band is separated by making use of Simlet Filter. This modification can 

be duplicated on the sub-bands. 

 
   Figure 2 Wavelet decay for PMU voltage and current data 
 

  From figure 2, DWT is used to extract the current and voltage 

amplitude of PMUs. For the most part, data extraction is done essentially 

in two different ways, one or the other in domains of time frequency. WT 

could be viewed as a portrayal of a voltage and the current data as a 

summative of functions of wavelets with various scales and areas. At the 

point, PMU current and voltage amplitude data is decayed into wavelets, 

it contains a couple of signals; first symbolizes the extensive components 

of an current and voltage amplitude data or the superior frequencies that 

are wavelet function and a further part symbolize the smooth portions of 

an data i.e., scaling function for the low down frequencies. There, the 

wavelets are referred to as DWT, which is a multi-resolution decomposed 

arrangement. Then, the input PMU current and voltage amplitude is 

decayed into two subspaces i.e., subdivision band of high-frequency (H) 

and subdivision band of low-frequency (L). For every iteration, the 

appearance of the input data is acquired at the end of a previous iteration 

is low pass filtered with a filter (L) and high pass filtered with a filter (H). 

At that point, two types lines of data are acquired at the yield of two 

filters are demolished with a factor of 2. Subsequently, the segments of 

two type of data acquire the above mentioned filters. Extractions of those 

data‟s are furthermore destroying with a factor of 2. This whole process 

appears in Figure 2.  
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   After completing the PMU voltage amplitude as well as current data 

extraction, calculate the FBI value based on the extracted PMU current 

and voltage data the detail explanation is exemplified as follows; 

 

3.3 Calculation of FBI (Fault Bus Identification) 
 

  Fault bus identification (FBI) index is scientifically spoken to as the 

accompanying condition (2) where is given by condition (1). 

  For buses that are close to the fault point, estimation of FBI is little as 

well as enormous for buses distant from the disturbance area. Buses with 

least estimation of FBI are imagined as doubtful buses and the transmission 

line associated with them are viewed as lines having chances of fault. The bit 

by bit approach of the FBI is spoken to as follows; 

Stage 1: pick n number of PMU current as well as voltage data estimations to 

calculate the FBI index FBI (i) is characterized in eqn (2) at each buses are 

considered as n=1,2,… ,n.  

Stage 2: In ascending order, values of FBI are sorted and choose as follows. 

                       )]([min* itionIdentificaBusFaultimumi
i

      (1) 

 Where i=1, 2… n. 

   Hypothetically, least value FBI indexed bus is nearest to point of 

fault. In any case, practically speaking, some different bus nearby the fault 

may be with least FBI value. Hence, busses with least FBI value are listed for 

possible fault bus group. Computation time will be high by making more 

suspicious buses group. So minimize the group as much as possible with 

following formula. 

 
2

1

2

32

2

21 )()(...)()()()()( iFiFiFiFiFiFitionIdentificaBusFault m   (2) 

Stage 3: Accept every one of the lines associated with the arrangement of 

buses  as the conceivable faulted transmission lines. 

Stage 4: pick the m PMU voltage just as current estimations to frame the 

estimation vector X. 
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11
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 (3) 
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11

1

1 mnbmmmnbmeasured IICIICSCurrent        (4) 

Where nb1, nb2… nbm = quantity of branches associated with the PMU 

buses r=1, 2, … ,n, individually  

Stage 5: Solve the direct linear least square estimation (LSE) issue to 

discover location v which with fault. Check if fault location v existing. On 

the off chance that yes implies build up the vector utilizing evaluated 

estimation of v. 
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Stage 6: at last by using the following numerical relation calculate the fault 

location identification (FLI). 

measuredestimated SvlSimumLIndexLocationFault  )(max)(      (5) 

Where L – suspicious lines with fault    

            vl -- fault location estimation for that particular line. 

Stage 7: Test whether all suspected lines are undergone for search . On the 

off chance that yes mean, go to following stage. Something else, select the 

next line and go to stage 5. 

Stage 8: compare location of fault v with Line having least FLI index,which 

is scientifically spoken to as follows; 

         )(min),( ** LIndexLocationFaultimumvL                         (6) 

After calculating FBI, find the threshold value (t). The detail explanation is 

exemplified as follows; 

 

3.4 Threshold Value (t) 
 

  After calculating FBI, set the maximum estimation of estimated FBI 

index as threshold. Simultaneously, Data correlation analysis is performed on 

the taken raw PMU data. After this analysis, mean spectral radius (MSR) is 

determined by utilizing the ring law. Here the threshold value is numerically 

spoken to as follows; 

)}({)( FBItionIdentificaBusFaultMaximumtValueThreshold         (7) 

  The above condition (7) determines the maximum value of measured FBI 

index as threshold based on the threshold value (t), perform data correlation 

analysis. The detail clarification of correlation analysis is exemplified as 

follows; 

 
3.5 PMU data Correlation Analysis 

 
  Correlation analysis decides the quality of a connection between two 

item sets like PMU voltage amplitude as well as current data. The meaning 

of the correlation coefficient is scientifically spoken to as follows: 

 
)(),(

)))())((((

)(),(
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jDiD

jiCov
Z ji


                                   (8) 

  The correlation coefficient is a proportion of the degree of correlation 

among the random variable I and j. the correlation coefficient is in a range of 

[-1,1].  

  Bigger the total estimation of a correlation coefficient, higher the 

correlation among I and j. at the point when I is directly identified with j, the 

correlation coefficient is 1 that is positive linear correlation or - 1 that is 

negative linear correlation.  
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Later, Mean spectral radius (MSR) is calculated by ring law which is 

explained as follows; 

 

3.6 Mean Square Radius (MSR) 
 

  After this analysis, MSR is determined by utilizing the ring law. Here, 

wide area measurement system (WAMS) is used for dissect the correlation of 

the indexed data. Indexed values vital of irregular lattice organized by PMU 

data and MSR index are analyzed for to determine the fault time could be 

resolved and to distinguish line of fault. 

 

3.6.1 Ring Law 

 A random valued matrix
  TNUU ba  , , that  with non-Hermitian 

highlights, every U entry values are autonomous disseminated. Required as 

well as expectation of U are fulfilled by  
.1)(,0(

2

),(),  baba UEUE
 

Grid item S is given as follows, where spoken in [27] [28]. 
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1                                    (10) 
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v                                  (11) 

Where 

NN

v QU 
 -- Matrix U‟s equivalent singular matrix 

               
NNQU 

-- Unitary Haar matrix. 

The equation (10) S is expanded as  
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(12)  

S is converted in to standard product matrix by using  

./1)(,0(
2

),(),( NUEUE baba 
and by keeping constant ratio of column 

and row constant such that convergence reached by Eigen values of S to ring 

law.  

Following relation gives the probability density of S. 
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Where   -- matrix S eigenvalue 
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    q -- is the row to column ratio, and  as per ring law, Eigen values of 

matrix S nearly distributed to  
11 rad

 and 
.)1( 2/

2

Lqrad 
as outer 

and inner radius rings.  

After this, artificial neural network (ANN) is trained by utilizing the 

determined MSR. At long last, the trained ANN chooses the specific fault 

location utilizing the picked threshold value the idea incorporate ANN is 

exemplified as follows; 

 

3.7 Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 
 

  A solitary artificial neural system for fault distance or location 

identification (FDL) of the considerable number of faults of issues in both 

the circuit under differing power framework working conditions has been 

developed.  

  The square chart of the proposed ANN based FDL approach is appeared 

in Figure 3.  

  The implementation methodology to design neural network system for 

identification as well as estimation of fault are as per the following. 

Stage 1. Get input data as well as target information.  

Stage 2. Gather and preprocess the training data for single and particular 

ANN-based FDL.  

Stage 3. Make the network system design and train the network until states of 

network setting parameters are come to or reached. 

Stage 4. Test and execution examination.  

Stage 5. Store the trained network. Stages 1–5 are offline procedures. Next, 

the network is prepared to test with the new input, which is an online 

procedure.  

Stage 6. The new input is pre-processed before introduced to the trained 

single as well as measured ANN-based FDL. 

Where, d1, d2…dm → specifies the threshold value (t), mean square 

radiusw11, w12…wtn → specifies the weights. Selection of Network Inputs 

as well as Outputs, in this one factor deciding the proper dimensions and 

design for the neural system. For low quantity of input sources, little is the 

system can be. Nonetheless, adequate input data to describe the issue must be 

guaranteed.  

In this, the signals recorded toward one side of the line just are utilized. 

The contributions to ordinary separation transfers are mostly the voltages and 

currents. Henceforth the network inputs picked here are the extents of the 

fundamental components (50 Hz) of three-stage voltages and three-stage 

currents of each circuit, that is, six currents estimated at the hand-off area 

that is relay location.  

In this way, the sources of inputs 𝑋 and the outputs 𝑌 for the fault 

location network are given by; 
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}{)(},),({)( FLIYFradiussquaremeantvaluethresholdXF      (14) 

 

Conveyed methodology of location of fault as well as distance identification 

using ANN is depicted in the above figure 4. Finally fault locations are 

identified. 

 
                    Figure 3 Block diagram of ANN based fault location identification. 

               

Simulate all the fault locations 

Simlet Filter

Sampling

DWT

Extract the fault signals of 
voltages & currents

ANN module for 
location of faults 

Fault Location 
Identification

 
           Figure 4 ANN based Fault Location Identification 
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4 Results and Discussion 
 

For finding effectiveness, a modified IEEE 13 bus feeder connected with 

a 9MW wind farm at B650 system is in following figure. 5 [29] to test and 

simulate for various faults at all the buses. 

  
Figure 5 IEEE 13 bus distribution system 

 

4.1 Experimental Result & Efficiency of proposed methodology 
 

Obtained values show that this performs better than other known 

methods considering different performance aspects.  

IEEE 13 bus system is used for validation with different fault situations. 

Here it is clearly described and implemented in the platform of MATLAB.  

For reliability verification, different faults are tested at 4 locations. In 

this, each fault occurrence and clearance times are 0.01s and 0.08s. Its 

sampling rate is 100Hz with conditions  

● 3-ph fault near bus 645 on line 646-645 

● 3-ph fault near bus 633 on line 634-633. 

● 3-ph fault near bus 692 on line 692-675. 

● 3-ph fault near bus 684 on line 684-611. 

The values and efficiency are as follows;  

Here, figure 6-(a;b; c;d;e), 7-(a;b;c;d;e), 8-(a;b;c;d;e) and 9 (a;b;c;d;e) 

represents the different type of fault areas which are is exemplified as 

follows;  

The subsequent figure 6 

(a) denotes the fmsr633 fault area,  

(b)  fmsr time 633 fault area,  

(c) represents the performance 633 fault area,  

 (d) represents the regression of 633 fault area.  

At bus 645 3-ph fault occurs with each fault occurrence and clearance 

times are 0.01s and 0.08s. 
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In this, proposed ANN is compared with existing SVM as well as KNN, 

compared to the existing techniques proposed ANN found the fault area 

accurately and produces the high quality of an outcome. Here, SVM can‟t 

find the fault area which is represented in the above graph 6 (e) same way 

KNN predict the wrong fault area which is represented in fig (f). From figure 

6(a) and 6(b), that the MSRs of bus 3 satisfy the condition at t=0.01s, and 

from figure 6(a), it is evident that at bus 3 fault occurs as its MSR is large. In 

this, each fault occurrence and clearance times are 0.01s and 0.08s. The 

sampling rate is 100HZ. Figure 6(c) represents the performance of the fault 
area. At epoch 3 all the data‟s are trained, validate and tested after 

completing all these process finally the best is chosen based on MSE (mean 

score error). From figure 6(d) all the data‟s are classified, at last one fault 

area location are found which is represented as the above figure. 
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In this, proposed ANN is compared with existing SVM as well as KNN, 

compared to the existing techniques proposed ANN found the fault area 

accurately and produces the high quality of an outcome. Here, SVM can‟t 

find the fault area which is represented in the above graph 7 (e) same way 

KNN predict the wrong fault area which is represented in fig 7 (f). From 

figure 7(a) and 7(b), that the MSRs of bus 5 satisfy the condition at t=0.01s, 

and from figure 7(a), it is evident that at bus 5 fault occurs as its MSR is 

large. In this, each fault occurrence and clearance times are 0.01s and 0.08s. 

The sampling rate is 100HZ. Figure 7(c) represents the performance of the 

fault area. At epoch 1 all the data‟s are trained, validate and tested after 

completing all these process finally the best is chosen based on MSE (mean 

score error). From figure 7(d) all the data‟s are classified, at last one fault 

area location are found which is represented as the above figure. 
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In this, proposed ANN is compared with existing SVM as well as KNN, 

compared to the existing techniques proposed ANN found the fault area 

accurately and produces the high quality of an outcome. Here, SVM can‟t 

find the fault area which is represented in the above graph 8 (e) same way 

KNN predict the wrong fault area which is represented in fig 8 (f). From 

figure 8(a) and 8(b), that the MSRs of bus 5 satisfy the condition at t=0.01s, 

and from figure 8(a), it is evident that at bus 12 fault occurs as its MSR is 

large. In this, each fault occurrence and clearance times are 0.01s and 0.08s. 

The sampling rate is 100HZ. Figure 8(c) represents the performance of the  
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fault area. At epoch 1 all the data‟s are trained, validate and tested after 

completing all these process finally the best is chosen based on MSE (mean 

score error). From figure 8(d) all the data‟s are classified, at last one fault 

area location are found which is represented as the above figure. 

 
 

In this, proposed ANN is compared with existing SVM as well as KNN, 

compared to the existing techniques proposed ANN found the fault area 

accurately and produces the high quality of an outcome.  

Here, SVM can‟t find the fault area which is represented in the above 

graph 9 (e) same way KNN predict the wrong fault area which is represented 

in fig 9 (f). From figure 9(a) and 9(b), that the MSRs of bus 13 satisfy the 

condition at t=0.01s, and from figure 7(a), it is evident that at bus 13 fault 

occurs as its MSR is large. In this, each fault occurrence and clearance times 

are 0.01s and 0.08s. The sampling rate is 100HZ. Figure 9(c) represents the  
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performance of the fault area. At epoch 3 all the data‟s are trained, validate 

and tested after completing all these process finally the best is chosen based 

on MSE (mean score error). From figure 9(d) all the data‟s are classified, at 

last one fault area location are found which is represented as the above 

figure. 

 

5 Conclusion 
 

This paper presented fault location identification. Our proposed work 

identifies the exact distance of fault with respect to voltage amplitude and 

current measure calculated by using PMU data. Then DWT start its 

extraction process. Here, the PMUs provide greater dimension in data to 

analyze fault. Faulted Bus Identification (FBI) index is calculated only for 

the PMU voltage measurements. Subsequently, set the maximum value of 

measured FBI index as threshold. Afterwards data correlation analysis take 

place, after this analysis, MSR is calculated by using the ring law. 

Accordingly, ANN is trained utilizing the calculated MSR. Finally, the 

trained ANN decides the exact fault location using the chosen threshold 

value. The mentioned strategy is tested and validated on the IEEE 13 bus 

systems for various fault conditions. Finally, the experimental results have 

shown that the mentioned method gives better values.  
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